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Cannabis plants are classified into two main groups: Indica and Sativa. This book focuses on

Cannabis Indica, a bushier and heavier plant that produces a smoke that famously induces (among

other highs) a desire to sit quietly on the couch and relax. This is the latest book in the bestselling

series focusing on the Cannabis Indica plant, the most popular type of marijuana in the United

States due to its growth patterns and intense physical effects.No other strain guide series has

looked at Cannabis Indica in such depth before, and readers across the USA are desperate for

more. Featuring 100 strains of amazing Indica-dominant genetics and a dazzling array of skilled

breeders, this book is a must-have for pot enthusiasts, pot growers, and pot connoisseurs, new and

old alike.Cannabis Indica, Volume 3 features genetics from the world's greatest seed breeders, and

showcases strains from such varied countries as Britain, Holland, Canada, Russia, Spain,

Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, France, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Australia and the USA. No

other guide series features this many emerging seed breeders, as well as established cannabis

genetics companies. Cannabis Indica is the latest book in the must-have series for connoisseurs

and growers looking to expand their knowledge about the plant, and the genetics in their

gardens.Featuring classic Indica strains, such as Pure Kush, Bubba Kush, Hash Plant and

Romulan, Cannabis Indica, Volume 3 also introduces fascinating brand new, never-before-seen

varieties from previously unknown seed breeders. The book also features multiple strain variations

on Hindu Kush &#151; Americaâ€™s best selling cannabis strain &#151; adored by growers and

smokers alike.Filled with hundreds of beautiful full-color images, this book is ideal for every grow

room, dorm room, and living room. Each plant is discussed in detail, with accurate information on

genetics and lineage so that readers can become experts on Cannabis Indica strains &#151; their

aromas, flavors, potency, THC content, medical potentials and growth patterns.Cannabis Indica,

Volume 3 is a true resource for the Cannabis community, providing useful information to enthusiasts

and invaluable insights to the seed-buying public. This series is a true reflection of the global

marijuana seed breeding movement and it is completely up-to-date, a quality that cannabis

enthusiasts place a high value on. Strains were selected based on their relevance to the current

market and the strength of their genetics. There are no advertisements in the book and no one paid

to be included. Chief editor, bestselling author S.T. Oner, carefully selected all strains based on

merit, not advertising dollars. This grassroots philosophy has resulted in the previous volumes in the

series selling thousands of copies.With an introduction by SKUNK Magazine's cultivation editor and

breeding guru The Rev, the bestselling author of True Living Organics: The Ultimate Guide to

Growing All-Natural Marijuana Indoors, discussing his views on the Cannabis Indica plant, as well



as its growth patterns, genetic tendencies, breeding potential and smokeability, this book is every

true cannabis enthusiastâ€™s dream.
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I have been collecting this series of books since the first volume. And Mr. Oner has done it again

with this one, a really great and accurate compilation of some of the finest C. Indica strains

available. What I really like about this book (and the other volumes too) is that there is information

on where to access the strains that are included in the book. That is something that I really

appreciate, because some of the strains are a bit of a rarity and aren't always available at some of

the most popular online seedbanks. If you dig cannabis, you can't go wrong in buying this book.

This book is great. The volume 2 was wonderful but this next volume is even better. The into is my

favorite because it tells the reader important info about that specific plant. I have to imagine it being

hard to make a book like this because of all the new strains being crossed everyday. But this book

and all the other volumes does a very good job of telling the reader all about the strains.

This is my first book by them and I love it!It had familiar strains as well as ones I have never heard

of.The pictures are beautiful and there's lots of information of each strain.It's organized so well it

makes such a great guide!

I like the idea and concept of the book and the author does highlight some really good strains for



patients and for recreational users alike. There are minimal details about growing preferences and

feeding programs, as this book really just highlights the great genetics spanning the globe. Overall a

good read for strain-hunters, researchers, med patients and the common toker alike.

I have yet to see any book on this subject cover strains with the detail and accuracy that should be

done. I have read them all as well from the 90's to a few years ago. I know I could do a much better

job writing, photographing, and selecting all the strains that folks are interested in with much greater

accuracy. This did have some nice strains but it seemed like the author just went to seed and

grower sites and took what was written at face value. I found several reviews that I knew were

totally bogus. If you like picture books than buy it. If you want accurate info then go try sample the

strains yourself because I have yet to find a complete book or books on strains.

It's just beautifully laid out in every aspect. Everything I need to know without being too lengthy or

cut short. Love it!

Great guide! Focused on topic, good reference n resource guide. Grew up in 1960s as naturopathic

Appalachian, so not a newbie) Hoping to expand knowledge in botanical extractions, using the

MB2e machine, which rocks! Use code for discount if purchasing the MB2e.

http://magicalbutter.refr.cc/G88G4CLBe happy and healthy!

The Cannabis Indica Volume # 3 has some of the most potenet and highly prized Medical and

recreational lab grade cannabis in the world.We have just recieved this beautiful book of the worlds

most potent and beautiful rare cannabis strains, full review ASAP, BestMark L Martin[...]
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